Data Sheet

A paperless office solution
to store and manage
documents electronically
Merge Document Management

Your practice needs a solution that
electronically captures every image,
with the ability to allow retrieval,
revisions, and distribution as needed.
You need to increase productivity
and ensure everyone in your
organization—from scheduling to
billing—can have access to the same
documents simultaneously.
Now you can.

Customers report
an average time
savings of 12%
for each billing
employee working
with denials or
patient inquiries—
and an average
time savings of
6% for every coder
who views patient
files online with
Merge Document
Management.
Source: HealthLeaders Media
Intelligence Report.Healthcare
Analytics Buzz Survey. July 2014.
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How we help you
Merge Document Management provides a comprehensive
paperless office solution that’s designed to streamline
workflow, reduce expenses, and facilitates compliance with
HIPAA guidelines. Merge Document Management stores
and manages every document electronically and provides
an immediate link to RIS and PACS for instant document
availability.
Merge Document Management provides a comprehensive
paperless office solution designed to streamline workflow
and facilitate compliance with HIPAA guidelines. With Merge
Document Management you can:
– E
 liminate the need to
search through patient
files, while deploying
personnel for other critical
tasks
– Decrease accounts
receivable days and
increase collections with
access to necessary
documentation at all times
– Share documents
electronically between
multiple imaging locations

– P
 erform HIPAA and QC
audits more quickly—
and without file room
involvement
– E
 asily convert non-DICOM
to DICOM images to
eliminate silos

Watson Health Radiology Solutions
Watson Health’s radiology solutions provide a suite of products
for the entire radiology business. From the modality to the
front office, they provide more efficient workflow and access to
archived images. Watson Health has been delivering radiology
solutions for more than 20 years that benefit hospitals,
imaging centers, physicians and patients, enabling efficiency
and maximizing cost savings. To learn more, visit our website.

Watson Health
Radiology Solution
Suite

according to the terms and conditions of the
agreements under which they are provided.
The client is responsible for ensuring compliance
with all applicable laws and regulations
applicable to it. IBM does not provide legal
advice or represent or warrant that its services
or products will ensure that the client is in

Merge PACS™
A real-time picture archiving
communication system

compliance with any law or regulation.
Statement of Good Security Practices: IT
system security involves protecting systems and
information through prevention, detection and
response to improper access from within and
outside your enterprise. Improper access can

Merge RIS™
An outpatient radiology
information system

result in information being altered, destroyed,
misappropriated or misused or can result in
damage to or misuse of your systems, including
for use in attacks on others. No IT system
or product should be considered completely
secure and no single product, service or

Merge Dashboards™
An on-demand business
intelligence solution

security measure can be completely effective
in preventing improper use or access. IBM
systems, products and services are designed
to be part of a lawful, comprehensive security
approach, which will necessarily involve
additional operational procedures, and may

Merge Document
Management™
A paperless office solution to
store and manage documents
electronically
Merge Referral Portal™
A web-based portal to
engage referring physicians
Merge Patient Portal™
A web-based portal to
engage patients

require other systems, products or services to
be most effective. IBM does not warrant that any
systems, product or services are immune from,
or will make your enterprise immune from, the
malicious or illegal conduct of any party.
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